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PrivateGSM iPhone - All editions - Version 10.5.1495

Improvements

[IOS-422] - Insert licence code as last step in activation wizard
[IOS-423] - Refactored license screen and add about screen
[IOS-430] - Improved performances listing recent calls on devices with many calls and contacts in addressbook
[IOS-431] - Configurable number of collected calls in call logs
[IOS-443] - Added call duration in recent calls view

 

Fixed bugs

[IOS-53] - Empty rows shown at the top of recent calls list and wrong contact called after selection
[IOS-133] - Securing phase is shown on ZRTP is shown lately and for a very short interval
[IOS-396] - Misleading message when proxy server is missing
[IOS-398] - Address book phone numbers are not updated until application restart
[IOS-401] - Crash after closing a voice call that was answered during a connected VoIP one
[IOS-418] - While application is in BG and iPhone with display off, incoming call -> no incallscreen, but keyboard
[IOS-419] - Keyboard remains on top of in call screen after choosing a contact from addressbook and inserting a part of his name and dialing
[IOS-420] - No message to user when call is disconnected due to bad/corrupted RTP traffic
[IOS-421] - Manual configuration: if test account fails, sip account configuration is messed up
[IOS-425] - Incoming call: answer/refuse buttons are hidden behind virtual keyboard
[IOS-436] - After pressing Answer or Refuse Button, buttons remain enabled and can be pressed again
[IOS-439] - Deletion of a contact leaves him in Favorites
[IOS-444] - Crash when adding a 2nd phone number of the same contact to the favorites
[IOS-445] - License info not refreshed at first screen load, after account test
[IOS-446] - Multiple REGISTER messages sent after a reachability change

Know and open issues

[IOS-424] - Default notification is set as “BANNER” and it is not possible to preset it as “ALERTS”
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